The simple plants which constitute the so-called red snow, and rain, and hail, and dew, and which consist of one or several cellules, distinct or coadunate, give way to more advanced and regular structures in the Confervinae, or boneworts; and these, again, to the higher grades immediately contingent, known familiarly as seaweeds, lavers, or kelp-ware. These weeds (Thalassiophytes, or Phyca,) are followed by the land-flags, or lichens, which latter have been called Algce aeries, to distinguish them from their aquatic allies; and, as they affect a very different station, they exhibit, as they leave the water, several important modifications of structure, to fit them for the peculiar functions they are destined to perform.
but, however great it may be, a limit is fixed in early life to their duration, beyond which they cannot pass; life being to them but a preparation for death, and the very means by which they subsist render their extinction progressively more certain.
In different palms the diameter thus first formed varies, and the height to which they grow is various likewise; but to whatever extent either may proceed, the one is decidedly the limit-of the other; for every additional bud or crop of leaves depositing its fibres in the centre of the stem renders the mass more dense, and more and more confirms the outer ring, 
